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SGA FUNDING REMAINS-INTACT

WRTC to Distribute
Online via Podcast

Despite Economic Crisis, Student Act_ivities Fund Still Unrestricted
MA.IT FUENfES '09
STAFF WRITER

On Thursday, Oct. 30,
President James F. Jones, Jr.
sent out a campus letter that discussed the school's current financial difficulties, and he notified
both students and parents that
he had decided to freeze all but
necessary spending. The long
time campus pub project was
abandoned right after it seemed
that it would finally go through,
and there was the prospect that

many other plans might be can· President Nathan Kirshbaum
'09.
celled.
Yet despite President Jones'
At the beginning of the year, a
sweeping mandate, the Student student receives a student activiGovernment Association (SGA) ties fee · bill in addition to the
looks to be largely unaffected, standard tuition and housing bill.
and students will not have to ·This money is pooled into the
worry about activities being cut. Student Activities Fund (SAF),
''The money that students pay as which is responsible for student
a Student Activity Fee is set, organizations, Entertainment
administered, and controlled by Activities Council (EAC), Trinity
the
Student
Government College Emergency Response
Association. There have not been Team (TCERT), the college radio
any mandates or restrictions station, and other groups.
placed on this money," said SGA
''How much money the SGA
gets or how much money the SAF
gets each year is up to the SGA,
so it does not need to be negotiated with anyone," said Vice
President of Finance Whitney
Merrill '09. Since the full sum
money has already been collect·
ed, it will not be affected by the
radical changes in the school's
main part of the shirt," she economic plan.
recalled, "the supervisor would
The student government has
say that we had to complete the benefit ~d the luxury of
100 an hour. But you knew, we funding itself directly from the
knew, that this was not oss ·- stude t bo
and the Colle e's
ble. You could make 90, on a administration has no jurisdicgood day. Then you had to do tion over those finances. "There
overtime to make up the 10 lost have not been any mandates or
restrictions placed on this
each hour - for free."
When one of these supervi· money," said Kirshbaum.
This fiscal independence
sors noticed that she could
practice a relatively sophisti· should allow to SGA to function
cated level of math, she was fairly normally regardless of
immediately promoted. That Trinity's overall financial strug-

Former Sweatshop laborer
Provides Relevant Insight
ALEXANDRA KLFSTADT '09
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

If you're not sitting so visi·

want
at the tag of your shirt right
now. Gap? Polo? Abercrombie
and Fitch? Have these companies all "sworn" to abstain from
sweatshop labor? Yes. Have
they actually abstained? No.
Current issues involving
sweatshop labor in the United
States go surprisingly unrecognized. On Tuesday, Nov. 18,
Carmencita (Chie) Abad, along
with the Global Exchange
alliance and the Campus
Progress group, spoke to
Trinity students about her
experience working under such
conditions. Abad was brought
to Trinity by Director of the
Women & Gender Resource
Action Center (WGRAC) Laura
Lockwood, in conjunction with
the Women, Gender, and
Sexuality (WGS), International
Studies, Public Policy and Law,
Political Science Departments,
and the Ivy Society.
Surprisingly, the job in
which Abad was employed, and
spent upwards of $5,000 to
attain, was in a U.S. common·
wealth. Despite fervent labor
laws in the United States, com·
monwealth areas such as
Saipan, in the Pacific Island
region, go under the radar.
Abad knows firsthand what
it is like to work in a sweat·
shop. She spent six years as a
garment worker in Saipan.
During that time, she endured
wretched working conditions,
frequently working 14-hour
shifts in dangerous conditions.
"If we were stitching, for exam·
ple, an arm sleeve onto the
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ANNE BENJAMIN '10

around here that will serve the
role of a social venue."
Jones hopes that, when the
economy improves, plans for a
campus pub in Mather Hall will
move forward. Until then, he
believes that Greek organiza-

their Web site in 128k MP3
stream. Previously, they had
been streaming at 32k MP3
quality, which sounds more
like an AM frequency. Now at
128k, the stream is CD quali·
ty.
Musaik,
the
recently
formed student group and cultural house that support's student musicians on campus,
has a biweekly radio show. It
takes place from 7:30 p.m. to 9
p.m. every other Friday. Their
first show was on Nov. 21 and
featured pre-recorded student
music and a live performance
by Matt Sullivan '10. In working with Musaik, the station
hopes to provide students with
another resource to access
music created by their peers.
Hilary Ladov '09, a co·
founder of Musaik and an
active producer at WRTC,
explained that the inspiration
for Musaik's show was "to feature Trinity musicians on
Trinity's radio station." With
luck, more musicians will use
their Friday nights to share
their work and to entertain
Hartford.
While the amount of students in this student-run
organization is relatively
small, the station serves as a
point of overlap between
Trinity students and Hartford
residents, as people from
Hartford utilize the station to
promote their own musical
endeavors. Each hour, WRTC
airs a community calendar
that lets people know about
events going on in the area.
Currently, there is room on
the station for student hoping
to get involved and contribute.
Sean Donnelly, WRTC's Chief
Engineer, suggested students
put together a similar calen ·
dar resource for students on
campus. He also suggested
that students could chat with

see SOCIAL on page 4

see MUSAIK on page 4

OPINIONS EDITOR

The Trinity Radio Station
WRTC- FM (89.3) recently
underwent significant changes,
including adding listenerfriendly features to their Web
site, www.WRTCFM.com, and
working with new student publication Musaik.
Visitors to the Web site can
now enjoy an improved
streaming feature, and can
visit podcasts. wrtcfm.com to
download a selection of
Podcasts to their personal
computers. When the inter·
face is completed, the feature
will be available on the main
Web site. Starting on Nov. 13,
WRTC started streaming to

Most of NESCAC Without Fraternities
Trinity Maintains its Greek Organizations Despite Local Trends
REBECCA BROWN '11
NEWS EDITOR

Trinity College is one of the
last small, liberal arts colleges in
the United States actively funding on-campus Greek organizations. Besides Trinity, the only
comparable schools with fraternities and sororities are Tufts
University, Wesleyan University,
and Middlebury College. The
seven remaining members of the
New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
have either banned or never had
Greek organizations.
President James F. Jones, Jr.,
believes that the persistence of
the College's fraternities and
sororities is due to Trinity's location in downtown Hartford:
"Compare [Trinity] to anywhere,
go down to Middletown and look
at the number of bars, bookstores, little restaurants, etc. that
surround Wesleyan. Look at The
Square at Harvard or The Corner

Photo Archives
Fraternities, as in 1957, prove an integral part of the social scene at Trinity College.

at the University of Virginia.
With the most cursory of reviews
there are legitimate places for
gathering, across the street from
the school. There is not a one
here, now that The Tap is closed.
With the exceptions of Trinity
Restaurant and a few shops on
New Britain, there is nothing
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Community Service and Civic Engagement, has led to a series rl i:ao-

On October 27th, thirty 7th and 8th grade students from Hartford
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Community Leader Commends Trinity College Students for Supporting HMMS
Dear Editor:

grams and activities benefiting both HMMS and Trinity. On a

Established in 1904

•

Letter to the Editor
Magnet Middle School (HMMS) attended a peer mentor training sea·

mentoring programs known as VAMP and RISING Stars with oolJeila

sion in the Vernon Social Cent.er to prepare them for their year as role

tutors. Each year, the college also sponsors goal-setting workshope dMlt

models and leaders within their school They were greeted by 'lhnity

are organiz.ed by 'llini.ty Athletes at HMMS, as well as an annual..,

students -

enger hunt and "HMMS Day", which allows HMMS students and faat

peer leaders in their own community -

who led them

around the campus and introduced them to college life. For these mid·

ty to conduct classes on Trinity's campus. An academic symposium is hel4

dle school students, this was not their first visit to 'lhnity. In oontrast,

for HMMS students each year that discusses the Constitution and spar

these students oft.en frequent the college campus not only as a result of

sors visits to 'lhnity athletic, arts and dining facilities. In sum, the relr

tionship between HMMS and Trinity can best be described as one rl cdlaboration and innovation, and one that CFES is truly thankful for.
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their proximity, but also thanks to the open-arms policy that 'lhnity has

Alessandra Siraco ' 11

Nicole Dubowitz '10
Elizabeth Agresta ' 11

fostered to enoourage school-campus events. I am writing to thank
'lhnity College for its multi-year participation in College For Every

In closing, I want to thank faculty, staff and students of 1nnity

Student (CFES), a nationwide program bringing together K-12 stu·

College for their support and engagement and to thank Trinity CoDep

HUMOR EDITORS

dents and oolleges to help young people prepare for, matriculate to, and

for oonti.nued support and advancement of this effort. Your work baa

John Badman '10
Hal Ebbott ' 10

succeed in college. HMMS is one of six Connecticut schools sponsored by

helped HMMS students take another step toward oollege.
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CFES and has remained a successful member of the program thanks to
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Trinity's support.
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Tripod Editorial
Rising Editor-in-Chief

Looks Backwards
and Forwards
When I joined the staff my freshman
year, I didn't really know what I was get·

Leroy Nesbitt
College For Every Student

was dismayed after reading the article, "P.R.I.D.E.

STAFF WRITERS

Jordyn Sims '10
Sarah Harvey ' 11
Elizabeth Agresta '11

in an effort to take advantage of preexisting relationships between the
oollege and school. The partnership, coordinated by the Office of

Dean Karla Spurlock Et1ans Responds to Tripod article on P.R.I.D.E. Program

Tim Uygungil '10
BUSINESS MANAGERS

Sincerely;

Four years ago, 'lhnity and HMMS created a formal partnership

STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Emily Gittleman ' 11

regular

basis, approximately fifty HMMS students participate in afteracboal

all entering international students, even after we insisted that

account of the history and goals of P.R.I.D.E., Promoting Respect

participation be totally voluntary. This past fall, nearly half the

for Inclusive Diversity in Education, a program sponsored by the

6o+ students attending the P.R.I.D.E. Welcome Program were

Office of Multicultural Affairs. In a letter sent out with summer

international.

mailings to all students entering Trinity this fall, I wrote "I [...]

Evaluations of P.R.I.D.E. by International Programs and

invite you to participate in P.R.I.D.E., a program designed to

Multicultural Affairs suggest that the P.R.I.D.E. Welcome

strengthen diversity at Trinity.

Program has provided a very warm, personalized introduction to

P.R.I.D.E.'s fundamental goals

are to help first-year students from diverse racial and cultural

campus.

backgrounds adjust to life at Trinity and, at the same time, pro·

Hartford, learn about INS regulations, and take care of necessary

mote multicultural awareness and receptivity among members of

shopping. Students of color from the U.S. get to pass through sev·

International students get a chance to walk around

the student body as a whole. Traditionally, P.R.I.DE. opens with

eral ethnic communities and eat some "good ole down-home

a [2 and? day] Welcome Weekend for international students and

cookin'," find out where to get a haircut or attend church. Others

students of color. Over the years the program has helped stu·

find valuable the chance to connect with faculty and administra·

dents from backgrounds that have not been well-represented at

tors whose assistance they may later seek during the first few

Trinity feel more at home in what for many is a very different

weeks of school. Others gain a sense of assurance meeting upper

social, cultural, and academic environment. H you do not fit the

class students who have faced the challenges they will face and

profile of the students for whom this orientation was originally

with whom they can touch base as the year progresses. P.R.I.D.E.

created but nevertheless believe you could benefit from attend·

students will live in different halls, attend different classes, and

ing, please contact the P.R.I.D.E. coordinator" [name and number

pu

followed].

through the year knowing that, should they have the need, they

The final paragraph of the letter stated "one of

e different extracurricular in

--

&v

P.R.I.D.E.'s primary goals is to promote activities that increase

have access to others who have walked in their shoes and who will

exposure to and understanding of cultural differences and

understand some of what they may be experiencing without the

encourages interaction among members of the Trinity communi·

need to over-explain what has occurred or become defensive in

ty as a whole. H you wish to get involved in P.R.I.D.E. activities

describing their reactions.

once the school year begins, be sure to seek out the P.R.I.D.E.

assuredly sown in those first few days, but very quickly these stu·

The seeds of friendship are most

Leader assigned to your residence hall. This individual will be

dents join new groups of students as First-Year Orientation gets

introduced at the first hall meeting during First-Year

underway.

Orientation and should be in contact with students in your hall

basis in Features, before Lizzie was Joe,

abroad. Soon attendance at the P.R.I.D.E. event included nearly

Program Meets Criticism," and felt I should write to give a fuller

to encourage participation in various events."

Ironically, whenever Trinity is called upon to focus on inci·
dents of campus intolerance, invariably accusations are hurled

whose strength laid in Opinions. Bill, old

P.R.I.D.E. Leaders, a cadre of 13·16 students (mostly sopho-

that P.R.I.D.E. is an agent of division. However, we simply do not

guard, was News, and before him, Katy

mores) live with first-year students. They have a twin charge: (1)

have credible evidence to suggest that students who attend

was the Arts whiz. So I don't really know

making a special outreach to international students and students

P.R.I.D.E. are less open to contributing to community life at

what San-Eau and Alec were talking

of color from the U.S. and (2) serving all students in their halls,

Trinity than are other students, such as those who come in early

about, but here I stand.

offering individual support and planning programs to promote

for sports practice. Students who get involved in P.R.I.D.E. ·spon·

ting myself into. I had worked on my

It is an interesting feeling assuming

interaction and greater cultural awareness across the invisible

sored activities almost always go on to take a lead in organizing

high school's newspaper, Boston College

a role that I have looked at since I first

and not-so-invisible lines of difference that commonly inhibit a

campus-wide dialogues, sponsoring joint activities between Greek

High School's The Eagle and thought

came to Trinity, and it is a tingle of

sense of unity and community among Trinity students.

houses and cultural organizations, serving on panels sponsored by

that this would be a good thing to take

accomplishment I am not used to. With

The P.R.I.D.E. program, in one incarnation or another, has

various administrative offices and academic departments, or host·

up some time (little did I know just how

it, swimming in my mind, are numerous

existed at Trinity for nearly 40 years, beginning in the days when

ing campus-wide social and educational programs. First-year stu·

much time it would end up being) and

thoughts and various concerns, worries

Black students began to enroll at Trinity in numbers exceeding 4

dents who participate in P.R.I.D.E. as sophomores go on to become

maybe something good to add to a

about how I will perform and how I will

or 5 per class. Although there were class and geographic differ-

RAs, first-year mentors, leaders of campus organizations, dele·

resume, something that at that point

lead this staff. We have set forward

ences among the students in those early cohorts, most were from

gates to student conferences, and officers in student government.

seemed eons away. Now, it seems signifi-

many positive changes this semester,

Black urban communities and the first in their families to attend

Invariably they are among Trinity's most active and engaged stu·

cantly closer, and looking back at the

including the Humour page and different

college. The students pressed Trinity to permit them to create a

dents.

time I have spent working for this publi·

graphics and design. It is these improve·

Big Brother/Big Sister-style program to help successive groups

Early in the spring semester, P.R.I.D.E. Leaders and members

cation, I'm surprised and a little proud.

ments and changes that I will have to

adapt to a campus culture that was experienced by some as cold

of the staff of Multicultural Affairs will hold an open forum to talk

We didn't publish the Tuesday right

work from next semester, hopefully

and alienating, by others simply as very different culturally. The

about the program. We hope all who have legitimate concerns

before Thanksgiving, and I was at a loss

advancing these projects even further.

first group of minority students felt the early outreach program

about P.R.I.D.E. will feel comfortable coming out to discuss what

Monday night. Without an issue to pro·

while at the same time starting other

was necessary to support the retention of students from back-

the program is all about, how it works currently, and what we

duce, I didn't know what to do with

initiaves. The new staff and the new

grounds like theirs. By the late 1980's and early 1990's, the pro·

might do differently to enjoy a greater response as we reach out to

myself. I ended up borrowing some DVDs

semester will dictate these.

gram had changed to accommodate increasing racial/ethnic and

the full range of students.

and hanging around in my room. It was

I think the Tripod is in a better

class diversity. Called BARO, Black/Asian/Hispanic Orientation,

But in making changes we will, as in the past, take care to

relaxing, but I felt I should be some·

place than it has been since I have been

the program explicitly defined its mission as providing a bridge

honor the needs of students like those the program was originally

where else. Must be the result of four

at Trinity and, having been on staff for

to campus for students from underrepresented racial and ethnic

designed to serve. We are committed to assuring that the inter-

semesters service, which I am excited to

as long as I have, I can appreciate the

groups. By 1997, two years before I came to campus, the pro·

ests of the greater number of students from racial, ethnic and class

continue in a new role next semester:

work set forth two years ago and see the

gram was renamed P.R.I.D.E. by Kimberly Jones, an alumna who

backgrounds previously not well-represented - their need to

Editor-in-Chief. I remember my meeting

progression of that work to the point

served as the first assistant dean of multicultural affairs, and

remain comfortable in their own skins while quic_k ly making a

with the then News Editors the first

where it now stands. I am proud and

who sought to reshape the program to fulfill a broader, less

home for themselves here at Trinity and locating resources that

week of my freshman year after signing

excited to take that torch and keep up

racially-defined mission. When I arrived in 1999, Trinity - still

will enable them to thrive academically and socially - are not
inadvertently subordinated to a liberal vision of integration that

up for the Tripod at the activities fair.

the pace, running my lap in the (hopeful·

grappling with issues of chilly climate and lower retention for

Alec MacColl and San-Eou Lan, both '09,

ly) perpetual race that is college journal·

students of color - enhanced funding for Multicultural Affairs.

equals tokenism or the outspoken insistence by some that the only

made the point clear that, at that point,

ism here at Trinity, while at the same

We were able to pay stipends to peer mentors and secure housing

viable, desirable path to acceptance at Trinity requires assimila·

writing for news was the first step on the

time preparing for the next couple legs of

for them in first-year halls. We extended an invitation to the

tion and cultural surrender.

road to Editor-in-Chief. Since then, that

this relay.

P.R.I.D.E. Welcome Program to new international students in an

road has been turned a little upside·
down. The current EIC had a strong

J.E.K.

effort to help the Office of International Programs fulfill their

Karla Spurlock Evans

new mission to more fully address the needs of students from

Dean of Multicultural Affairs
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A Need To Rearrange Ingredients For Change
Alex Champoux '11
Clinton, because you can't get
much further from "choices of
ex-presidents" than their
wives. Secretary of the
Treasury goes to Robert
Rubin, who was Secretary of
the Treasury as well as
Director of the NEC under Bill
Clinton for over seven years.
Bill Richardson, Secretary of
Commerce, merely served the
Clinton administration in a
capacity as UN ambassador
and Secretary of Energy ...
merely. UN ambassador under
Obama will be Susan Rice,
another perennial Clinton
fave. Oh, and then there's
Janet
Napolitano
for
Secretary
of
Homeland
Security .. . she only served as
Clinton's U.S. Attorney for
Arizona.
Obama is also dipping into
the Bush, Carter, and Reagan
administrations with people
like NEC director Larry
Summers (old Harvard president, got the boot because people misunderstood a statement he made about women
being intellectually inferior,
ring a bell?), Eric Holder for
Attorney General, Robert
Gates
for
Secretary
of
Defense, and Max Cleland for
Veteran affairs. It doesn't
matter
though,
because
Obama's got it under controlhe's taking care of the experience side.
But what of the fresh eyes
that Obama's bringing to the
table? Y'know, the ones who
haven't been befouled by
Washington's oily taint of evil?
Well, there's Secretary of
Transportation
James
Oberstar with his 33 consecutive years in Congress, and
Dick Gephardt as Secretary of
Labor who comes back to
Washington with new eyes
after a three-year retirement

following a 31-year stint in
Congress. And, of course, who
could forget the name Norm
Dicks, new Secretary of the
Interior, with an inconsequential 31 years of Congress. Tom
Daschle rounds out the young
pups with his 30 year casual
foray into Washington politics.
The list goes on. The
Clinton section above ... it
could have been three times as
large, but I have a word limit.
Obama is just beginning to
show his true colors as an
inexperienced politician with
no originality. He has done
away with pulling the wool
over our eyes in favor of bludgeoning us to death with the
original sheep. His claims for
change? Cockamamie bullshit.
In a more serious vein,
though, Obama supporters
have repeatedly listed his lack
of experience as an asset
because he hasn't been corrupted by current politics. His
lack of any apparent voting
record
in
the
Senate?
Overlooked. His lack of any
real plan in order to accom plish his goals? Nobody cared.
And, maybe, I'm willing to
admit the possibility that he
could have brought "Change".
However, what our nation now
has is a political newcomer as
president, one with no history
of actually standing up for his
ideals or creating change, and
a cabinet of people who have

Living The Dream:
The Power Of Shutting Up
John Downes--Angus '11

everyone has calmed down
and even when we all leave
each other to head to our
respective places - college,
back home, whatever - that's
the thing, the real love.
E-mail the author at
Alex.Champoux@trincoll.edu
In families, and in most
collective groups like friendE-mail the author at
"Change". It's his rallying
ships or even a college student
John.DownesAngus@trincoll.edu
cry. We hoped and prayed for
body, a certain suspension has
change, for anything but the
to occur. Call it the suspenstatus quo, and when Obama
My heart felt blanketed by sion of hatred or the suspenpromised it, we were prepared
the warmth of love as my fam- sion of disagreement. Some
ily and I gathered at the table call it fiction, others call it
to move the heavens and earth
to make it happen. Obama
to calmly discuss politics and love. When I am hugging my
daily life while eating deli- sister before she and I leave
invited us into his unmarked
cious turkey. I sipped red wine each other for a few months, I
van of outsider politics with
and asked with a pleasant am not thinking about how
promises of sweet sweet
smile, "Mother, would you she and I wanted to wring
change, and all we had to do
pass
the
was climb on board.
each other's
turkey?"
So, today, with Presidentnecks 1n a
Being quiet enough to
Kathy
and
elect Obama beginning to
recent discusannounce his cabinet appointTommy - the
sion about polhear other peoples' opin;
ments, a fair amount of hopecomedic relief
itics.
(Even
ions will never happen if
ful Americans are beginning
of the family,
though,
m
all you do is voice your
the
"young
to wonder where the candy the
terms of tacones" - spoke
nice man promised actually is.
tics,
this
own. Sometimes an
Promises of breaking with the
at the kids'
moment
of
equally large piece of pro"politics as usual" crowd ...
table
about
love
would
gressive fruit may grow
surprisingly, appear to be
spelling and
provide
the
from quietly allowing a
plain
and
simple
lies.
Clifford, their
optimal time
Alongside the appointments of
mythical, big
to pull a fast
disagreement to deteriohardened Washington insiders
red dog. I had
one on her and
rate. That fruit?
that he's already announced,
such a good
achieve
a
Friendship, love, every;
even more veteran politicians
Thanksgiving.
final, definiseem to have locked up key
After dinner I
tive victory.)
thing that needs this sus;
positions in his cabinet (I'll
said to my sisSometimes
pension of disagreement.
assume, for this piece, that
ter, "I love you
strong
rela they're already in place). For a
so much!"
tionships
regime that was supposed to
been running this mm
or
Did I fool you? Kathy and depend on one thing: the abilbe refreshingly new and strive
30 years. This is their country, Tommy do not exist, the polit- ity to say, "Okay, I'll shut up."
for change, it's beginning to
this is how they made it, and ical discussions teetered dan- Don DeLillo wrote, "The familook like we're going to have to
they aren't afraid to speak gerously on uncivil, and ly is the cradle of the world's
deal with a mishmash of the
their mind. So brace yourself "Mother, would you pass the misinformation" and "The
choices of past presidents America, because we're in for turkey?" sounded more like, family is strongest where
almost as if Obama's originala rocky four years of a presi- ''Yo, Turkey!" That entire pas- objective reality is most likely
ity can't stretch beyond his
dent that's constantly being sage was actually a lie, with to be misinterpreted." Thus,
rousing speeches.
second-guessed by his own, far an important exception: the in families and in most relaObama begins his stunning
more experienced, cabinet. red wine.
tionships that do not involve
movement for change with his
But hey, you reap what you
O.K., I lied again. I did people who are terrifyingly
Secretary of State, Hillary
sow.
have a good Thanksgiving, ideal or Brady-esque, we
but not because my family sometimes have to suspend
operates like the Brady our disagreements.
Bunch. I could tell that I
I am not an idiot, so you do
would
enjoy
this not have to tell me that voicThanksgiving when , before ing my opinion is a good idea
much else was said at the ini- or that "disagreements are
tial "The family's all here!" the seedlings from which the
moment, my aunt walked into fruit of progress may blosmy house to announce that som." Everyone knows this.
she had locked her keys in the However, being quiet enough
car.
Thus,
while
most to hear other peoples' opinAmerican males were suppos- ions will never happen if all
edly tossing footballs and you do is voice your own.
laughing about the most Sometimes an equally large
recent Harvard/Yale football piece of progressive fruit may
game, the males of my family grow from quietly allowing a
gathered around my aunt's disagreement to deteriorate.
Jeep playing thieves by trying That fruit? Friendship, love,
to pick a lock. We succeeded, everything that needs this
of course.
suspension of disagreement.
I know that, at this point,
Here at Trinity, we have
people like to say something faced the plague of Bradyism.
like, "The crazy quirks and We seek a dream world of stuoutlandish arguments of my dents holding hands and listfamily are what makes me lessly frolicking across the
love them most!" Maybe, but quad while laughing about
probably not. I cannot say how foolish they all had been.
that I love my family because This will never happen. We
we occasionally yell at each should never allow our disother or because we pick locks agreements to disappear or
together. This may be part of be permanently quieted.
our family's reality, but I shy However, sometimes it is not
away from embracing my sis- imperative to say, "I love you
ters in a fit of love while so
much!"
Occasionally,
yelling at them. What hap- "O.K., I'll shut up" will sufpens after the fact, when fice.
Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers, themselves, and do not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor its staff.
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Slur Sprawled on White SGA Escapes Financial Difficulties
Board in Freshmen Dorm
continued from page 1

SARAH HARVEY '11
NEWS EDITOR

In the wake of a semester
characterized by discussions on
racism at Trinity College, an incident of hate has occurred in the
form of a racial slur written on a
dry erase board. Students were
notified on Wednesday, Nov. 19 of
the incident, which happened in
Little Dormitory between Friday,
Nov. 14 at 11:45 a.m. and Sunday,
Nov. 16 at 7 p.m.
The student discovered the
word "Nigga" written on the
white board in response to a
message saying "Obama Won."
The student discovered the slur
when he returned to campus at
the end of the weekend.
Dean of Students Frederick
Alford notified students of the
incident via e-mail, in which he
said that the act was being treated as a "targeted act of vandalism and harassment and a crime
and will enlist the aid of the
Hartford Police in investigating."
He went on to clarify that the
College will not tolerate this
harassment, and that the incident did not seem to be meant to
provoke debate like the recent
post on TrinTalk.com.
''I echo the words of President
Jones when I remind us all that
acts of hate and insult based on
race, sex, ethnicity, religion, or
sexual orientation and expression are inimical to everything
this College stands for," wrote

Alford in the e-mail. 'We are all
reduced by the actions of what is
most likely one person acting
with prejudice and malice."
"Acts like those are despicable and disheartening of course,"
said Ibrahim Diallo '11, Vice
President of the Multicultural
Affairs Council (MAC). ''That
being said, you can't let it discourage you. You continue to
work with the people that are
committed and passionate about
the issue."
An anonymous resident of
Little said that after he incident
he felt ''pretty helpless."
"Campus Safety and Local
Police can get involved all they
want, but unfortunately, they
won't find whoever wrote that
hateful message," he added.
'While it saddens me to know
that there are still members of
our community who feel the need
to hurt others in such ways, it is
nice to know that there are more
people who want to make Trinity
a better place," said Andrea Wise
'11, a member of Trinity
Students Organized Against
Racism (T-SOAR).
The incident is still under
investigation. The students living in Little met after the incident, and a forum was held in
Gallows Hill on Wednesday, Nov.
19 for the community to join for
discussion. An anonymous student said the meeting for Little
residents was "generally unproductive."

Tripod Staff Spring 2009
Editor-in-Chief
James E. Kukstis

Social Tradition Sustains Fraternities
continued from page 1
tions will remain prevalent on
campus. "It's not so much their
fault as it is a historical truth
because there is no place for
you to go. And the last thing I
want any of you doing is getting into a car while inebriated."
Williams College, which
housed the first non-secret
fraternity formed in 1834,
eliminated fraternities in
June of 1962 on the recommendation of a social review
committee. The committee
formed ruled that fraternities
had too large an impact on
students' social lives. In a New
York Times article published
at the time, it was reported
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have played on campus. "The
role of the SGA is not neces·
sarily being redefined, but it
is
likely
that
Budget
Committee will be seeing
more requests because organ·
izations that usually received
money other places will like·
ly not be getting as much
funding
anymore,"
said
Merrill.
Despite the pressure, the
SGA and its officials aim to
stay largely uninhibited by
any trouble to college may be
experiencing. "The SGA has
an aggressive agenda this
year and we do not anticipate
that the difficult economic
circumstances will prevent
us from accomplishing those
goals," said Kirshbaum.

that, "The committee found
that the fraternities 'now play
a role which is so all encompassing that their influence
tends to interfere with the
broader, more inclusive ends
of the college itself."'
The decision to shut down
fraternity and sorority houses
are not usually popular, as
pointed out by former Colby
College President Bill Cotter.
"We expected there would be
unhappiness. We were pre-

pared for it not to be a cordial
exchange," Cotter remarked in
a 2006 article by Julia
Hanauer-Milne for the Colby
Magazine. Less expected was
the verbal abuse targeted at
both Cotter and his wife and
the damage inflicted upon

campus property.
The same article also noted
that of the four NESCAC
schools that continue to fund
Greek organizations, tradition
plays a big role. "The fraternities were so prevalent here
because they were the eating
establishments," said Jones.
"As a freshman you used to eat
in Hamlin and then after that
you'd eat in your fraternity."
When asked if he could
envision a future for Trmity
that didn't include the fraternities, Jones replied, "I don't
know what would happen. We
would have to have a completely different social environment if one were to completely get rid of the fraternities."
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campus. He also suggested
that students could chat with
professors on the air. Without
much difficulty, students are
able to utilize the station to
make public service announcements, share their taste in

music, or get their ideas out to
students and Hartford residents alike.
WRTC is a Class A, NonCommercial
FM
station
licensed by the Federal
Communications Commission
(FCC).
From the top of High Rise,

WRTC emits a 300-watt signal, and a signal may be found
as far as New Britain,
Newington,
and
maybe
Willimantic. Features of the
station include music shows
from students and Hartford
residents,
announcements,
and football commentary.

News In Brief
New Student Loan Program
Relies on Student Success

Campus Safety Incident
Leaves Student Injured

According to an article in the Boston Sunday
Globe on Nov. 30, a new innovative way to pay
for college tuition is becoming increasingly
popular. The programs, called human capital
contracts, depend on investors agreeing to
cover tuition for undergraduate or graduate
school ''in return for a percentage of the students' future earnings over a fixed period of
time." This transfers the risk of loans from the
student to the investors, but gives investors
the chance to earn back more than usual if the
student is successful in their career.

At 2:35 in the morning on Monday, Dec. 1,
Campus Safety officers relieved a report that a
student was assaulted by an unknown individual on Vernon Street. The student received
injuries from being punched several times by
the individual after he exited the car. The individual fled, and the student was taken to
Hartford Hospital after being examined by
Campus Safety. The Hartford Police
Department and Campus Safety Department
are currently investigating the using an image
of the car taken from security camera footage.
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Statement of Faculty of Trinity College
David Ah/.gren - Engineering
Ra.sha Ahmed - Economics
Dina Anselmi - Psydwlogy
Zayde Antrim - History and International Studies
Carol Arry - Language and Cultural Studies
Kathleen An:her - Biology
Ra,mond Baker - International Sa.dies
Janet &uer - International Studies
Jeffrey Baylis.s - History
&rbam Benedict - English
Sarah Bilston - English
Miller Brown - Philosop~
Cynthia Butos - A. K. Smith Center for Writing and Rhetaric
Joseph Byrne - Srudio Arts
Edmmi Cabot - Public Policy
Sonia Cardenas - Political Science and Human Rights
Moises Castillo - Language and Culture Studies
St4an~ Ghambers - Political Science
&rbara Chapman - Psychology
Janet Chang - Psychology
'Xiangming Chen - Center for Glnbal and Urban Sa.dies
William Chun:h - Chemistry
Carol Clark - Economics
Sean Cacco - History
Robert ember - Women, Gmder, and Sexualit)
David Cru.t-Uribe - Mathematics
Timor}ry Curran - Chemistry
Wan! Curran - Economics
Dario Del Puppo - Language and Cultural Sa.dies
Pablo Delano - Studio Arts
Leslie Desmangles - Religion
JuaJ Du.orin - Theater and Dance
Frederick Errington - Anthropology
Diana Eoons - Political Science
Johannes Eudein - Language and Cultural Studies
Jeff Dewnney - Head rootlxtU Coach
Kent Dunlap - Biology

'We, the undersigned Faculty of Trinity College, wish to express our indignation and deep disappointment at the recent scrawling of a racial epithet on
the whiteboard hanging on the dorm room door of a student of color. Even
one such incident is one far too many in a community that aspires to inclusivity for everyone. We expect more of each other, and of ourselves. We hope
that our all our students who work every day to make Trinity a better place
for everyone will accept this expression of our support for them and vigorous, unequivocal rejection of acts that undermine our community."

Lesley Farlow - Theater and Dance
Lucy Ferriss - Writer in Residence

Luis Figueroa - History
Sheila Fisher - English
Michael Fitzgerald - Art History
Andrew Flibbert - Political Science
Lisa-Anne Faster - Biology

Eric Galm - Music
Cheryl Greenbe,g - History

Adam Grossberg - Economics
Hebe Guaniiola,Diat - Biology
Karl Haberlandt - Psychology
Chrisr.opher Hager - English
Dauid Henderson - Chemistry
La= Holt - Psychology
Karen Humphreys - Language and Cultural Studies
Drew Hyland - Philosophy
Douglas Johnson - Music
Jean.-Marc Kehres - Language and Cul.tum! Studies
Ariela Keysar - Public Policy and Law
Frank Kirkpatrick - Religion

Maria Krisch - Chemistry
Edwmlo Lage-Otero - Blume Language and Culture Leaming Center
Katharine Lahti - Language and Cultural Studies
Anne Lambright - Language and Cultural Studies
Paul Lauter - English and American Studies
Sonia Lee - Language and Cultuml Studies
Michael Lese.: - Hisr.ory
Dan Lloyd - Philosop~
William Mace - Ps:,chology
Susan Masino - Ps:,chology and Neuroscience
Louis Masur - American Studies
Kevin McMahon - Political Science
Tom Mit.:d - Associate Dean of Facult) and Chemistry
Judith Moran - Quantitatiue Center
Tere.sa Morris - Sociology
Janet Morrison - Chemistry
Emily Musil - History and lntemational Studies
Jane Nadeil(lein - Anthropology
Taikang Ning - Engineering
Beth Nocar - Anthropology
Michael O'DonneU - Biology

Diana Paulin - English and American Studies
John Plar.off - Music
Lemna Polate - Language and Cultural Studies and International Studies
MitcheU Polin - Theater and Dana
ViiaJ Prashad - International Studies
Richan! Prigodich - Chemistry
Sarah Raskin - Neuroscience
Denise Rau - Chemistry
Gary Rega- Hist.ory
Dauid Reuman - Ps:,chology
MiUa Riggio - English
Martha Risser - Classics
Todd Ryan - Philosophy
Michael Sacks - Sociology
Seth Sanders - ReUgion
Mary Sandoml - Mathematics
Michael Schub - Language and Cultural Studies
Brigitte Schuk - Political Science
Craig Schneider - Biology
Mark Setter{idd - Economics
Scott Smedley - Biology and Eooironmental Science
Ronald Spencer - Hist.ory
Mark Stater - Economics
Melanie Stein - Mathematics
King-Fai Tam - Language and Gult=l Studies
Scott Tang - American Studies
James Trostle - Anthropology
Mauria Wade - Aubsopl-c_y. Public Policy Sludies, and International Studies
Rieko Wagoner - Language and Cultural Studies
&rbara Walden - Ph:,sics
Beuerly WaU - Writing Center
Chloe Wheatley - English
Johnny Williams - ~
Na11c:J Wyshinski - Mathematics
Diane '.Zannoni - Economics
Homayra Ziad - Religion

HUMOUR

- - - - - - - - - - - ~ 18abman-efbbott t)robuction----------Dear Diary,

I've got to be honest; I'm jacked. And I don't mean ripped, I mean jacked. A lot of the guys at the gym think that they can just ride
bikes, or run on the treadmill like some self-conscious sissy, but let me tell you, that's not how you're going to get ladies. You need
mass, boys, not just definition. When I'm at Late Night, and some hot blonde in Chanel is grinding on me, I need her to know who's
boss. And you better believe she does.
You can definitely judge somebody based on their abilities. For example, if you can't catch a ball, you're nothing. All of my heroes
are sports stars. I mean, these guys are just so admirable; any little bitch can hand out soup to homeless people, how many guys can
crush one like Barry Bonds? And they know they're #1. This is America, if you don't wear Timbs, screw you!
If I'm not chilling with my lax boys, or with my soccer crew, I'm not having a good time. Those guys are sweet. Real winners. Like
last night, I was in the library and I realized my tin was empty, but you know my bro got my back! He even tossed me an empty
Gatorade bottle for spitting. If you're an athlete, you know what's important in life. Women love to get thrown around by the big dogs.
And down the road, I'm going to get so many job opportunities. You put down a sport, and people know right away that you are somebody who can put in long hours.
I've got to go take my daily protein shake. I love protein. I love it. It's the best. Just like me.
A Sweet Laxer

Dear Readers,
Unfortunately, it appears we have come to the end of the line. Having raised the Humour page from infancy, we're sad to see it off,
but the Tripod staff has voted to go in a somewhat different direction, one which we are not prepared to follow. But before we head
off into the sunset we'd just like to say a few things.
To those of you so enamored of politically correct speech, let us just take a moment to thank you for making what we tried to do that
much harder. Because of your inability to laugh at yourself or the things that are funny in this world, we spent the better part of each
week fighting censorship meant to protect your fragile self-esteem. One day, when you're heading an initiative to eradicate dodgeball
from schools, we hope it occurs to you that you and everything you stand for are the osteoporosis of America's backbone. Your children will be teased because you raised them to be soft, and ours will cut them in line; maybe if they're feeling generous they'll even
give them a job some day.
To those of you who saw us as elitist assholes, perhaps in the future you will come to understand the concept of satire and realize
that, whether or not we really think we're better than you, you're still dumb. That being said, however, you would be remiss to think
that everything was just a joke. Stupid people with terrible GPAs do crowd the library during finals, freshman girls do gain weight
and make picture collages, that campus safety officer is a douche. Sometimes the funniest things are funny because they're true; the
reason it's fun to call the Fred self-absorbed is because it is.
So, if you see us on the path, don't hold it against us that we made you feel bad for spending $300 on a hunting coat just so you could
pledge Ivy. You're the one who did it, we just pointed it out. But more than anything, we just want to say thank you. Thank you to
those who enjoyed what we wrote, and thank you to those who gave us something to say.
Forever yours,
Hal and John
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It's All Heating Up: Students Abad Lectures Trin Students
Learn of Oil, Global Warming on Sweatshirts, Sweatshops
KLARE LECTURES ON HIS GLOBAL WARMING VIEWS
NABILA TAJ '12

STUDENTS LEARN CONDITIONS BEHIND THEIR CLOTHES
continued from page 1

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

There are only a few select words
that need to be reiterated from
Michael Klare's lecture last Thursday,
Nov. 20, in McCook Auditorium: the
world's oil supply is not infinite. Klare
has been writing books about oil for
the past 30 years. His most recent
book is Rising Powers, Shrinking
Planet: The New Geopolitics of
Energy. This book is divided into two
separate chapters that discuss the dif·
ferent countries that are major players
in the international oil markets,
whether they be the consumers or the
producers.
http:f/ www.martin.uidaho.edu
Not only are the markets becoming Author Michael Klare came to lecture at Trinity.
volatile, but the supplies are diminish·
ing. There are more and more coun· looming issue of global warming,
tries, such as China and India, who which also needs to combated. Solving
are diving into the oil
one problem should
[Klare] says th at h is
reserves. With the Obama
not allow for another
administration
coming
problem to increase.
on ly fear is that there
into power, the major
"We need to create
will be a lack of money
issue here will be to find·
a new image of a life
to go forth with the
ing an alternative fuel.
that 1s far less
Natural gas is an option
dependent on oil," is
research for alternative
that will simply run out in
th e advice that Klare
fuels. At this point in
another 10 years. Another
gave to the students
time, the people can
idea t hat was brought into
and faculty sitting in
t he air is nuclear power.
the audience. He said
only wait and see what
However, nuclear waste
t hat his only fear is
h appens to the oil marsites will be scattered all
that there will be a
kets o n the intern alack of money to go
over the country.
forth
with
the
Klare said that coal
tional level.
research for alterna ·
seems to be a convenient
option for now, but it needs to be tive fuels. At this point in time, the
understood that coal produces more people can only wait and see what hap·
carbon dioxide than other alternative pens to the oil markets on the interna·
fuels. This will only contribute to the tional level.

ToP5
Things To Do
Before Review Period
5. Stock Up On DVDs: Get ready for lots of
intense procrastination. The Dark Knight
comes out on DVD on Dec. 9 ...

4. Take a Walk in the Snow: Or the rain. Or
the sleet. Once next week hits, you'll be crav-ing fresh air like never before.
3. Tour the Library to Prepare: It's the build-ing next to the Austin Arts Center, FYI.
2. Add More Bantam Bucks: No amount is
too large. They'll disappear rapidly once you
finally discover during one of your "study
breaks" that new coffee drink you've been
wanting to try.

1. Study: Because who actually does so during
Review Period?

was week two. Even as a low-level
supervisor, however, she encountered
the same challenges. The chain of
command was organized such that
each employee struggled to meet the
arbitrary quotas of the Sako
Corporation (the primary licensee of
The Gap).
Workers lived in the equivalent of
bunkers, with about 50 women to a
room sharing just one hose as a shower. Abad explained that men and
women were not permitted to fall in
love, to get married, to become preg·
nant, or to join any religious organizations. Abad, understanding that there
were venerable issues within what we
know as a code of International
Human rights, moved to unionize. The
Gap, which she worked for primarily
during her time there, quickly swat
her down. Rather than return to her
family and home in the Philippines,
Abad has set forth to educate
Americans of the injustices practiced
on U.S . soil.
At the close of her talk, Abad called
for change, citing a project she did
with University of Connecticut students in a study of university bookstore merchandise . "Do you have
J ansport
backpacks?
Champion

sweatshirts?" she asked. "These are
the things we made. We do not boycott
at 'World Exchange,' but you must see
that this is wrong."
She encouraged a cooperative to
tmiclnize Trinity's employees, includ·
ing those working for Charty,ells.
Abad continues to work with
American college and university cam·
puses in order to offer rights to all
'Vtorkers.
Abad has come a long way since
leaving Saipan. Upon her arrival to
the United Sates she set forth to tell
the world her story. Joining the World
Exchange organization amJ approach·
ing several other persons, she was
able to file suits against many of the
corporations who licensed products
which were made under sweatshop
conditions. Gaining a large settlement
from companies like J.C. Penney,
Sears, and The Gap, she pushed for
medical benefits, subsidized wages,
and has ensured personal and reli ·
gious rights for employees in Saipan.
Leaving the Rittenberg Lounge, I
did what I asked you to do at the start
of this art icle; it t urned out my shirt
was made by one of the multiple com·
panies Abad has named. Time to pay a
little more attention on that next trip
to Westfarms , or even the Trinity
College Bookstore.

ARTS
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"Repairing the World Image of America''
by Greg Moniz '11
The Alpha Delta Phi fraternity (AD) and The Trinity Tripod are
proud to present the winning submission for the 2008 Presidential
Election Essay Contest. The Contest was very competitive and over
20 students decided to participate. Collectively, students saw that
to improve our international relations will be the greatest challenge that the next President will face. President-elect Barack
Obama will need to work with other nations to build alternative
energy solutions, stabilize the world economy, and fight terrorism.

America: the land of the overweight,
fanny
pack
sporting,
McDonald's frequenting masses who
drive their fuel burning SUVs from
strip mall to strip mall. Presiding over
this land is a cowboy president who
has recklessly started wars and alienated foreign friends and whom, on top
of it all, Americans have blindly followed in each of his decisions.
Accurate or not, this is the current
world opinion of the United States of
America, once one of the most respected nations in the world - a center for
freedom and opportunity, a guiding
light for the world to follow. Leaders
and citizens who once held the highest
opinion of our nation now look at it in
disdain. One can simply look to the
November 4, 2004 headline of
London's Daily Mirror newspaper to
see this opinion confirmed. "How can
59,054, 087 p eople be so DUMB?" read
the headline of its lead story on the reelection of President George W. Bush.
Yet on November 4, 2008 the
American people collectively have the
unique opportunity to change this
opinion. With one small mark on a ballot, we can return the United States
back to its former self. By electing
Senator Barack Obama as President
of the United States, Americans can
prove to the rest of the world that they
are a competent and progressive people who understand the challenges
that the world faces; a people who
have put their faith in a man with
clear vision and sound judgment.
Cynics and isolationists will automatically reject this notion, dismissing
the importance of world opinion in
favor of a self-absorption of sorts
focusing solely on the well being of
themselves and America. What they
fail to realize is that the future of the
United States depends on its relationship with the rest of the world.
Senator Obama understands this concept. He knows that through the simple act of extending a handshake and
sitting down to talk, one can avert
war, solve differences, and find common ground based on the inherent fact
that we are all human beings.

Moreover, Senator Obama possesses a
calm yet firm demeanor and a fundamental comprehension of all issues
that one should expect in a president.
His ability to stand in front of thousands and inspire them with his words
is not, as his critics contend, rhetorical
fluff, but a rare gift that can be implemented in times of crisis. In a nation
and world so wounded by ignorance,
division, and xenophobia, Senator
Obama sees beauty in nuances and
differences and believes that, through
them, we can better understand each
other. This is the change that he
embraces and that the world so desperately needs.
When Senator Obama spoke in
July to a crowd of over 200,000 at the
Brandenburg Gates in Berlin, he
addressed the 'my country, right or
wrong' philosophy that has come to
define the attitude held by the United
States. "In America, there are voices
that deride and deny the importance
of Europe's role in our security and
our future," he said. Senator Obama
dismissed this attitude by presenting
himself in the way that Americans
need to view themselves and their
relationship with the world. "I speak
to you as a citizen - a proud citizen of
the United States and a fellow citizen
of the world," he said.
It is crucial for the American people to elect Senator Obama. The world
knows that its relationship with the
United States can only be mended
with a change in attitude, and Senator
Obama realizes and welcomes this
new attitude. The setting of the sun on
November 4th can mark an end to the
politics of the past, a change in the
world's perception of us, and an
embrace of America's potential to
become once again the world's greatest and most respected power. Yet only
we can make that happen. With that
one mark on our ballot, we hold in our
hands the precedent we want to set,
the message we want to send, and the
fate of our future. Citizens of the
world, from Chicago to Cairo, Hartford
to Hamburg, and San Francisco to
Shanghai will all be watching.

The Beginning of the End: La
MaMa Semester Draws to a Close
TEDDI CURTIS '10

these characteristics make the pieces
we are creating now infinitely more
engaging than those we put together
When we began our semester in at the beginning of this process.
New York City, N.Y., the students of People who were initially reserved
Trinity College La MaMa were intro- and put together have screamed
duced to a few key ideas, which we bloody murder out of windows in the
hoped to understand by the end of the middle of improvisational performprogram. The first of these ideas was ances. People who were initially outa philosophy about being an audience going have become quiet observers,
member. We were told to acknowledge more interested in understanding
and accept how we felt about each those around them than in garnering
performance, but to do this without their attention.
judging the work itself. Now, as the
It was obvious from the start that
month of December marks the begin- the students in this year's program
ning of the end, each of us has come to had a lot to say. Any freedom we had
understand how all-encompassing the in putting together our pieces has
word "art" truly is. Most people are consistently been dedicated to issues
taught that art exists only within cer- of race, class, gender, politics, media,
tain confines, that must meet the and any combination of these (and
boundaries of aesthetics, the expecta - more) issues relevant to current
tion of a greater meanaffairs. It is these broad
ing, or simply the
and
varied concerns that
In truth, art is everyamount of training a
have given each of us
thing. Art is meaningreal artist is assumed
the
motivation
to
less and all-encompassexplore performance art
to have endured.
as a medium for both
In truth, art is
ing, ugly, beautiful,
everything. Art is
expression and change.
and sometimes comThe final pieces, all now
meaningless and allpletely amorphous.
encompassing, ugly,
in their last stages of
beautiful, and some·
development, reflect the
times completely amorphous. Art is works of not only a group of theatre
created by those who have spent most and dance majors, but a group of
of their lives in a chain of prestigious political science, economics, literaconservatories. It is also created by ture, human rights, international
infants, society's misfits, and those relations, and environmental science
who dispense truth. One of the great- majors with an interest in getting a
est gifts La MaMa has bestowed to us message across via the stage.
is this expanded definition of perPerhaps the most important lesson
formance, and the ability to look at we've learned during our time here is
any work as something completely that it is only possible to create movindependent from its affect on the ing work when standing naked in our
public. Hopefully one day, this is how humanity; the good, the bad, and the
we'll be able to look at many of life's ugly. The final performance, titled
events.
"Elevator to the Fourth," will be perAnother key principle was the fact formed at Trinity this Friday, Dec. 5.
that motivations color our actions. The first performance is at 4:30 p.m.
While this sentiment was initially and the second at s:30 p.m. We hope
confusing, it has been clarified thanks to entertain as well as stimulate
to numerous demonstrations on stage thought in as many students as possithroughout the semester. While socie- ble, so that they will take action in
ty trains its members to believe cer· the medium they feel most passionate
tain actions are equated to certain about, be it the stage, the courtroom,
intentions - for example, a handshake or the stock market. The performance
to friendliness and a slap to animosi- is moving and telling of the minds and
ty - we have started to pause before concerns of a generation. It is always
committing to any action, wondering empowering to learn about the world
if it comes from a genuine place or and oneself, but even more so when
from a motivation we wouldn't be this education can be shared. So, we
proud to admit. By omitting the lat- hope to see many students at the perter, our acting and dance has become formance space this Friday to share
increasingly telling and open. Both in our journey and embrace their own.
ARTS WRITER

1st Place:
Greg Moniz '11, "Repairing the World Image of America"
2nd Place:
Alberto Martinez '12, "Effect of the Global Shift in Power on the
American Presidency"
3rd Place:
Nichole Strack '11, "How Equal is Equal Opportunity"
Courtesy of Teddi Curtis

Trinity La MaMa students gather for one last picture before their final performance on Friday, Dec. 5.
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Cross Country's Best NCAA Finish Golf Team Finishes Fall
First in New England

.

Courtesy of Sam Moorhead

Senior co-captain Sam Moorhead led the Bantams by placing 16th overall.

MAIT FUENTES '09
STAFF WRITER

The Trinity College men's
cross country team left
Hartford, Conn. on Wednesday,
Nov. 19, to travel to their thirdconsecutive National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
Championships in Hanover,
Ind. They returned after midnight three days later with a
pair of All-Americans and the
best team finish in the history
of the college.
The team entered the meet
ranked 18th in the national
polls, and far exceeded expectations when they placed seventh
overall. Senior co-captain Sam
Moorhead led the Trinity squad
with a 16th place finish. He ran
the nearly five-mile course in a
time of 24=48, just 24 seconds
off of champion Peter Kosgei
'10 of Hamilton College.

Hunter Norte '09, the team's
other captain, finished four seconds behind Moorhead in 24th
place. Both runners' strong
races earned them AllAmerican honors.
Moorhead and Norte have
continually been at the front of
races during their entire
Trinity careers, and for the past
two seasons have been the
team's top two runners and one
of the most dynamic tandems
in the region. Their successes
have led Trinity to one of the
most impressive stretches in
the program's history. Both
athletes have been bestowed
with numerous accolades and
titles during their four years,
and their presence will
undoubtedly be missed next
year.
A contingent of underclassman followed Moorhead and
Norte to fill Trinity's third,

fourth and fifth scoring spots.
Sophomore Brendan Powers
came in 68th place at 25=21.96,
freshman Michael Burnstein
finished 92nd at 25:34.67, and
sophomore Blake Fisher was
188th at 26=08.28. Powers and
Burnstein have routinely filled
the third and fourth spots on
the team this year.
Powers was a member of the
varsity team last season, but
after an impressive inaugural
track showing, he developed
into an impressive cross country and distance runner. With
his 92nd place showing,
Burnstein was the sixth freshman in the nation, and looks to
be a top runner in the future.
His strong performances this
year not only provided important depth, but, together, he
and Powers have proven up to
the challenge of taking
Moorhead and Norte's places
once they graduate.
Fisher did not run in the New
England Regional Championships
due to an unfortunate clerical
error, and coming into the
NCAA's, he was on a threeweek hiatus from racing. Yet
the break did not appear to faze

Conference First Team selection

Jay Driscoll '11 and Second
Team selection Josh Biren '09.
Alec MacColl '09, a NESCAC
All-Academic selection, and Alex
Bermingham '12 set career
highs that contributed to the
historic season.
The Bantams finished their
fall season ranked first in New
England and 21st in the country.
One highlight, other than qualifying for the Spring NESCAC
tournament, was the IO-stroke
victory in the Eastern College
Athletic Conference (ECAC)
Division III New England

Saturday, Dec. 6, 2008

All images courtesy of
www.trincoll.edu/athletics

Women's Basketball
Becker at Trinity
7:30p.m.

Men's & Women's
Swimming & Diving
Cardinal Invitational

Women's Ice Hockey
Hamilton at Trinity
2p.m.

Wrestling
Ted Reese Invitational
lOa.m.

Men's Basketball
Trinity at Elms
3p.m.
Women's Squash
Trinity at Williams
12p.m.

Amherst
Williams
Bowdoin
Bates
Middlebury
Colby
Conn.Coll
Tufts

Overall
3·0
5-1
4·1
2-1
4-2
3-2
3-2
2-2

Trinity

2-3

Wesleyan

0-4

M. ICE HOCKEY

Men's Squash
Trinity at Williams
12p.m.
Men's Ice Hockey
Trinity at UMass-Boston
4p.m.

Championship Title. Gold
medalist Driscoll paced the
Bantams with a two-day score of
140, as the team shot a combined score of 582, easily giving
them the championship over the
prestigious 1 7-team field.
The Bantams finished their
historic season with a dominat·
ing
performance
at the
Muhlenberg College Invitational
Tournament. They shot a two·
day score of 611, 16 strokes better than second place finisher
Muhlenberg College and 19
strokes better than 22nd ranked
Allegheny College. Longley and
Driscoll led the way with second
place performances.
Regarding the team's future,
co-captain Biren isn't worried.
''I am the only starter who is
graduating," said Biren. ''This
team is built for the future. I
could not be happier with the
season we have had thus far. It
is difficult to stay sharp through
the winter but we must be on
top of our games [in the spring]
in order to compete on a national stage."
The saying goes, "I ~

how you start, but how you fin- .
ish that matters." The Bantams
followed that saying to a tee, riding on the momentum of a threetournament winning streak into
the spring season.
"Four years ago this team
had never won a tournament,"
said Biren. ''We were never
ranked in the top 100 in the
country. It is amazing to see
how far this team has come in
the last four years. There is
only one goal left that we have
yet to accomplish: qualify for
nationals."

NE.SCAC STANDINGS
M.BASKETBALL

Friday, Dec. 5, 2008

Women's Basketball
Clark at Trinity
lp.m.

The Trinity College men's
golf team will maintain a lot of
momentum as it prepares for
the everimportant spring season. They will head into the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) Spring
Tournament on April 25, 2009,
as the number two seed with
host Middlebury College as the
top seed. Even though the
Bantams had a more impressive
season, the Panthers are the
number one seed due to their
victory in the Fall NESCAC
Qualifier. This past season, the
Bantams participated in seven
tournaments and didn't place
lower than fourth place in any of
them.
Led by NESCAC Player of
the Year and All-Sportsmanship
Team selection Reid Longley '10,
the golf team had the best season in College history as it finished out the season with three
tournament victories. Longley
was joined by NESCAC Golf All-

strongest races of his career.
After a long, grueling, and
ultimately rewarding season,
the men do not have much of a
break. Their indoor track season begins this weekend when
they compete at the Lidlifter
Invitational at Yale University
in New Haven, Conn.

Thursday, Dec. 4, 2008

Women's Ice Hockey
Hamilton at Trinity
7p.m.

SPORTS WRITER

him as he put in one of the

THIS WEEK IN TRINITY SpORTS

Men's Ice Hockey
Trinity at Babson
7p.m.

JOEY ROBERTS '11

Colby
Middlebury
William$
Bowdoin
Amherst
Hamilton
Trinity
Wesleyan
Conn. Coll.
Tufts

Conf.
2-0-0
2-0-0
2-0-0
1-0-1
1-1-0
1-1-0

1-1-0
1-1-0
0-2·0
0-2-0

Overall
2-2-1
4-0-0

3-1·0
3·0-1
2-2-0
1-1-0

2-2-0
1·3-0
3-2-0
1-3-0

W.BASKETBALL
Amherst

Trinity
Bowdoin
Colby
Tufts
Wesleyan
Bates
Middlebury
Williams
Conn. Coll

Overall
5·0
4·0
3-1
3-1
3·1
3-1
2-1
3·3
1-4
0-4

W. ICE HOCKEY
Amherst
Middlebury
Colby
Conn.Coll
Hamilton

Trinity
Williams
Wesleyan
Bowdoin

Conf.
4·0·0
3-0-0
1-1-0
1-1-0
1-1-0

Overall
4-0-0
4-0·1
2-1-0
1-2-0
4-1-0
2·2·0 2-2-0
0-2-1
0-4-1
0-4-1
0·3-1
0-2-0
1-2-0

